Using cellulose fibers to fabricate transparent paper by microfibrillation.
Fabricating transparent paper from cellulose nanofibers (CNFs) normally involves high energy or the use of expensive chemicals for the extraction of CNFs from cellulose fibers and time-consuming paper formation processes because of the slow filtration rate of CNFs. In this study, we reported a strategy for the fabrication of transparent paper using microfibrillated cellulose fibers (MFCFs), which were prepared by extracting nanosized fibrils from the cellulose fiber surfaces by a two-step refining process. The paper made from MFCFs has hierarchical structures of microsized fiber/nanosized fibril networks, where the microsized fiber skeletons are buried in the nanosized fibril networks. Consequently, the paper shows a light transmittance of 82.4% at 550 nm; this is comparable to the light transmittance (89.1%) of papers made from CNFs. Meanwhile, the filtration time of the paper made from MFCFs is less than 2 min, which is much shorter than the time (longer than 180 min) required for the formation of nanopaper made from commercial CNFs. In addition, the transparent paper made from MFCFs shows higher thermal stability, higher tensile strength, higher resistance to deformation, and more flexibility than the nanopaper made from commercial CNFs. This work provides a promising method for the manufacture of transparent paper from cellulose fibers.